ABB ZENITH ATS: Welcome to continuous power, non-stop innovation
Coming August 1

ABB ZENITH AUTOMATIC TRANSFER SWITCHES

With over 150 years’ combined experience in power switching technologies, Zenith and ABB are coming together to bring you next-generation Zenith automatic transfer switches with technology upgrades that take ATS performance to new heights.

CONTINUOUS POWER. NON-STOP INNOVATION.

The first two models in the new line, the Zenith ZTX and Zenith ZTG, available August 1, are engineered to maximize system reliability, provide advanced data connectivity, and make installation and commissioning a whole lot easier. They stand ready to ensure power security in a wide range of applications, from residential buildings and commercial facilities to industrial complexes.

Revolutionary design
Powered by ABB’s proven TruONE™ ATS technology, Zenith automatic transfer switches incorporate switch and controller in one seamless, self-contained unit, reducing the number of wires and connections, saving space in the enclosure, and minimizing the potential for connection failures. Smart modular components reduce downtime and service costs.

Advanced connectivity
The Zenith ZTG features cloud-based connectivity through the ABB Ability™ Electrical Distribution Control System (EDCS), empowering users to make data-driven decisions to improve energy management, reduce maintenance, and more. Available market-leading modular plug-in communication with seven protocols ensures easy installation and connectivity now and far into the future.

Easy to install and commission
Both models feature an auto-configure function and a range of programming options, so start-up takes a matter of minutes, not hours, with no wiring or calibration work required.
A POWERFUL ADVANTAGE—AVAILABLE FOR ORDER AUGUST 1. DELIVERIES START SEPTEMBER 15.

Models available at launch:

- ZTX series: 30-1200 A, 200-480 Vac, 1 and 3 phase, with Type 1, 3R, 4, 4X, and 12 enclosures.
- ZTG series: 30-1200 A, 200-480 Vac, 1 and 3 phase, with Type 1, 3R, 4, 4X, and 12 enclosures.

The new ZTX and ZTG series will replace the previous versions on a like-for-like basis. The outgoing designs will continue to be available for final orders through November.

Combining Zenith’s brand and market strength with ABB’s latest TruONE ATS technology, ABB Zenith offers a name your customers can trust and reliability they can believe in. And that can give you a powerful advantage in the marketplace.